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Overview:
 
1. Architecture Diagram
Our Architecture diagram describes the structure of each of the screens in Tebu with 
relationships to other screens and the Android system. This is intended to be the 
highest level abstraction of the entire system, and as such, was designed minimally. 
Designing this diagram started from the home screen (the Pen) and branched out 
from there. Each screen is an independent module with it’s own logic build in. This 
is because screen layouts are written separately in xml, and each class that extends 
the Android Activity class runs on its own in the OS rather than as a subset of the 
application’s system.
 
2. Class Diagrams
The class diagrams describe the structural design of the system with relationships to 



the Android system components that Tebu will extend and implement. Creating these 
diagrams required researching the Android SDK and examples of Android games to 
form the basis for our implementation phase.  
Our decision to use the existing architecture provided in the examples instead 
of attempting to form our own reduces the risk of encountering problems during 
implementation.  Another difficulty in the design is the issue of “deswizling”, or 
converting nontederministic object references into a form appropriate for storage.  To 
provide for this, the data controller loads all the item and pet data once, instances the 
relevant objects, then constructs the object references based on the indices stored in 
xml.
Our modularization decisions were based heavily on the existing design of the android 
API.  Classes were created where there were major interactions between  API classes 
from different modules.  Base classes were constructed whenever subclasses shared 
behavior that was not included in the API class they derived functionality from.  
Higher-level classes, such as the pet class, were derived from noun analysis of the 
requirements documentation.
 
3. Interaction Diagrams
The organization of our Class diagrams stems from how they are implemented, and 
the order in which they can be accessed.  The Time Travelling Gentlemen decided 
that since our application can be accessed in many differing orders that the best 
UML diagram to implement was a collaboration diagram.  Furthermore, the order we 
presented our diagrams in was designed to reflect the order in which they can be 
accessed.  The Pen activity is the fist to be called, and the first to be shown in the 
document.  Then we show each activity Pen can lead to; Inventory, Fight, Walk, Feed, 
and Dressing Room are shown in that order.  Finally, we conclude with the Evolution 
activity, which is accessed through the Dressing Room.

Architecture Diagram
 



 
 
The Pen Screen shows the Pet and is able to start the Walk Screen, Fight Screen, and 
Inventory Screen. Each Screen has its own logic control within it, which is called by the 
application’s main thread. Each screen also accesses data from persistent objects for each Item 
and Pet.

Class Diagrams
 



 
Overview of the main game loop and its associated classes.  The loop itself resides in the 
thread container class, and updates its associated screen. 
 

 



The architecture of the data storage system and underlying data classes. Pets and items are 
stored to underlying xml files through the DataController class.

 
A simple diagram illustrating the hierarchy of objects during a walk.  Moving objects inherit from 
Scenery, and objects that can be collected implement ITouchable.

Interaction Diagrams:
 

Pen Collaboration Diagram



 
The Pen activity starts any of the Walk, Feed, Fight, Shed, or Dressing Room activities.  These 
activities then run before returning to the Pen.

 
 

Inventory Collaboration Diagram
 

 



The Pen activity starts the Shed activity.  The Shed activity starts the Inventory, which loads the 
Inventory Layout.  Inventory then gets the owned items from the Pet Data.  The user can then 
return to the Pen.
 

Fight Collaboration Diagram
 

 



The Pen activity starts the Fight activity. The Fight activity displays a Back Button, loads the 
Pet data, then creates an Enemy object. The Enemy creates zero or more Item objects as well 
as zero or more Coin objects upon being defeated. The Item and Coin objects are added to 
the user’s Inventory. The Pet object’s ‘happiness’ and ‘hunger’ attributes are changed upon 
defeating the Enemy object. 
 

Walk Collaboration Diagram
 

 



The Pen activity starts the Walk activity. The Walk activity displays a Back Button, and 
periodically creates Scenery objects. Upon a touch event, Scenery affects the ‘happiness’ 
and ‘hunger’ attributes of the Pet object, and creates zero or more Item objects as well as zero 
or more Coin objects. The Item and Coin objects are added to the user’s Inventory.
 

Feed Collaboration Diagram

 
The Pen activity starts the Feed activity.  The Feed activity loads the Pet data, and sets up the 
Inventory Layout.  The Feed activity then updates the food list of the Pet data.
 

Dressing Room Collaboration Diagram



 
The Pen activity starts the Dressing Room activity.  The Dressing Room activity loads the Pet 
data and sets up the inventory layout.  The Dressing Room activity then saves any equipped 
items that are changed in the Pet data.
 
 
 

Evolution Collaboration   Diagram



 
The Pen activity starts the Dressing Room Activity.  The Dressing Room activity loads the Pet 
data, then starts the Evolution activity.  The player then chooses between either of the two 
evolutions, or to go back to the dressing room.  Finally, the evolution choice is saved in the Pet 
data.


